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ABSTRACT: FUNSTRUX has been extended to extract behavioral level models for a commercial simulator directly from
a circuit netlist. Recent advances include: a retargetable code
generation mechanism; an object-oriented control structure; handling of initialization values; and improved run-time and space
requirements of the abstraction process. We discuss some of the
issues that arise in translating from LISP to ‘C’ and from one
functional paradigm t o another.

I. INTRODUCTION.
FUNSTRUX is a functional abstraction system that automatically produces a functional simulation model from a netlist input.
FUNSTRUX effectively transforms the netlist into computer program code suitable for execution by a functional simulator. Previous discussion [ 5 , 6 , 8 ] introduced a theory and prototype implementation of functional abstraction from structure. This paper
describes recent advances that explore independence of target implementation language. These advances allow the FUNSTRUX
prototype t o produce ‘C’ code for the Mentor QUICKSIM (TM)
simulator [ll]. We discuss issues arising in translating from LISP
t o ‘C’ and one functional paradigm to another.
FUNSTRUX generates a circuit functional simulation model
by transforming the simulation program code for the circuit’s
low-level components into equations in a temporal (time-based)
algebra, combining the equations according to the circuit netlist,
and transforming the result back into program code. The process
produces a functional simulation model that remains faithful t o
the circuit as actually designed.
Advances described in this paper now enable FUNSTRUX
to output functional simulation models written in ‘C’, targeted
for the Mentor QUICKSIM (TM) commercial simulation system.
Input functional simulation models for the circuit components
are still written in a subset of SIMMER (LISP) code [7,8]. Thus
the process involves translation of both the source code and the
functional paradigm.
Section I1 outlines the process of functional abstraction. Section 111 describes FUNSTRUX architecture modifications needed
t o re-target the output from LISP to ‘C’. We discuss differences in both source code language and the underlying functional
paradigms of QUICKSIM and SIMMER. Section IV treats the
explicit representation of initial values, from the temporal algebra to the generated code. Section V presents an efficient DAG
representation of the temporal equations generated. Section VI
reviews current limitations, shortcomings, and future work.
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11. FUNCTIONAL ABSTRACTION FROM
STRUCTURE.
FUNSTRUX is not a simulation language. It is a system that
manipulates functional simulation languages according t o circuit
structure. Technical details are contained in references [6, 81.
The complex functionality of VLSI circuits arises from the
interconnection of many simple components. Functional abstraction captures the functionality of VLSI circuits while abstracting
away (merging) many low-level details. The simple behavior of
each low-level component is represented in a context-independent
manner. These low-level component functions are analytically
combined according t o the circuit netlist, producing a representation of global circuit behavior.
Inputs to FUNSTRUX are the netlist plus the program code
of each component’s functional simulation model, written for the
SIMMER functional simulator (see figure 1). SIMMER code is
essentially LISP code, with some built-in functions that read and
drive busses or get and put internal state objects. Restrictions
imposed on the class of circuits are that (a) busses connect only
to blocks, (b) busses change state only when directly driven by
a block, and (c) zero-delay loops are disallowed.
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Figure 1. The FUNSTRUX system architecture. Program
code for the functional models of the circuit components is
converted to equations in a temporal algebra, substituted
and simplified according to the circuit structure, and converted back to functional model program code for t h e whole
circuit.
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FUNSTRUX first symbolically executes each component’s functional simulation model code to determine how output events
would depend on the values of inputs and internal state objects.
The symbolic output events thereby produced are next converted
t o temporal algebra formulae. These describe the time-varying
values of outputs and internal state as algebraic functions of the
time-varying values of inputs and internal state. Algebraic formulae can be easily combined by substitution of equals for equals.
In a circuit, two values are equal if they occur a t the same point.
FUNSTRUX next walks through the circuit structure given
by the netlist. At each step it substitutes one function-describing
algebraic equation into another. To avoid combinatorial explosion in expression size, pattern-action rules simplify expressions
a t each step. A global set of algebra formulae result. These describe the time-varying values of circuit-level outputs and state
objects as algebraic functions of the time-varying values of circuit inputs and state objects. The formulae are finally converted
back into program code.
Figure 1 depicts the FUNSTRUX system architecture. The
arrows a t top and bottom emphasize that behavioral descriptions
could in principle enter or leave a t any of the behavioral representations. In practice, we have found it useful to inspect the global
circuit equations in order to help debug circuit functionality.
The FUNSTRUX code abstraction process differs from the
levelized compiled code approach [151. Levelized compiled code
works only for synchronous machine design. FUNSTRUX works
for general digital circuits and handles both synchronous and
asynchronous logic. Being targeted a t the functional model level,
FUNSTRUX differs from compiled logic-level simulation [ 15, 31.

This supports the construction of functional simulation models for different simulators using the same event models and equations. These objects inherit abstract objects that maintain data
(e.g., event managers and equation managers) and perform operations (e.g., event-teequation and equation-to-event translation)
that are common across simulators.

LISP and the Target Language.
Syntactic differences between LISP and the target language
are handled in LISP as any other symbolic computation. LISP
operates on program language constructs as easily as on any
other symbolic data. Thus, for example, the fact that LISP is a
prefix-operator language while ‘C’ is an infix-operator language is
largely irrelevant. ELLA [9, 10) provides an interesting example
of an existing language allowing expressions to be stated either
imperatively (as in ‘C’) or applicatively (as in LISP).
Semantic language differences were for the most part handled by coding a compatibility package in ‘C’. The only major
difference involved operations such as IF, which return a value in
LISP and none in ‘C’. This was handled by a syntactic translation
to emulate the corresponding side-effect in ‘C’:

...
,,, LISP

form:
( s e t q foo ( i f b a r 10 20))
;;; S y n t a c t i c T r a n s l a t i o n :
( i f b a r ( s e t q foo IO) ( s e t q foo 20))
... IC’ form:
i f (bar) {foo = IO) e l s e {foo = 2 0 ) ;
) , )

The ‘C’ compatibility package implements language abstractions that allow the expression of common behavioral motifs of
digital hardware. Care was taken in writing these routines so
that they could be ported to other simulators.

111. RE-TARGETING THE ARCHITECTURE.
Initially, FUNSTRUX generated LISP code for the SIMMER
simulator. In order to generate models suitable for the QUICKSIM simulator it is necessary to generate ‘C’ code. We chose t o
continue using LISP as the internal representation and to convert it to ‘C’ as a final post processing step (example of ‘C’ code
produced omitted due to space limitations).
There are several areas of concern to be considered with
respect to the code generation process:
Organization of the FUNSTRUX control structure to permit
easy re-targeting of the program code output;
Syntactic and semantic differences between LISP and the
target simulator’s native language;
Semantic differences between FUNSTRUX event scheduling
and the target simulator’s event queue handling; and
Differences in the underlying functional paradigm between
FUNSTRUX and the target simulator.

FUNSTRUX Control Structure.
FUNSTRUX manages its translations to and from equations,
events, and code using object-oriented programming techniques.
Typed data structures organize all aspects of the process. Atop
the hierarchy sits a FUNSTRUX program object. Directly beneath it are “model” managers particular to any modeled device.
Under the model managers are one or more behavior managers.
These direct various behavior representations (currently code,
events, and equations) of the modeled device. Event and equation managers can be shared across behavior managers within
any one model manager.

FUNSTRUX Event Scheduling.
Although simulation is “event driven”, not all simulators handle
event processing in the same way. For example, ELLA’S unusual
timing paradigm reverses the usual ordering and refers to past,
rather than future, events. There is no guarantee that the event
scheduling paradigm assumed in FUNSTRUX would translate
easily t o any given simulator’s queue handling. An example was
encountered when targeting the QUICKSIM functional simulator. QUICKSIM does not allow multiple simultaneously pending
events for the same output port at different future times. More
than one pending event for an output port is considered a spike,
a warning is generated, and the other events are ignored. SIMMER maintains, and FUNSTRUX exploits, a full pending event
queue that schedules these independently.
Engineering trade-offs center around efficiency and portability. An implementation highly customized to the particular
features of a target system could exploit these to gain execution
speed, but substantially more engineering effort would be needed
to re-target to each new system. Because (a) well over a hundred different hardware behavior description languages currently
exist [4], (b) better ones are constantly being devised, and (c)
FUNSTRUX is still a prototype system, we opted for flexibility a t the expense of efficiency. We find that most of the time
savings generated by collapsing redundant circuit structure has
been consumed by the overhead of a queue mechanism foreign
to the target simulator (data omitted due to space limitations).
At this stage we are not yet attempting to produce optimal ‘C’
code, and no critical routines are written in assembly language.
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A subroutine library written in the target simulator language
allows FUNSTRUX t o control the functional simulation model’s
future internal state events. FUNSTRUX generates target simulator code that creates and manipulates an event-handling data
structure, designed to maximize portability across simulators
without significantly depending on the queue mechanism of the
target simulator. Requirements on the target architecture are
limited to (a) the ability t o store complex data structures as state
objects, and (b) the ability to schedule a functional simulation
model re-invocation at some point in the future.

Differences in the Functional Paradigm.
Every attempt to model the real world is necessarily an approximation, resting on a number of underlying assumptions called
a “functional paradigm”, as discussed in (81. Often the functional paradigm is imposed by the execution semantics of the
simulator on which the device models are run. Different functional paradigms may have different models of time (continuous
or time-step), different modeling of zero-delay elements, different
bus models (global variable, wired OR, delay line), and so forth.
In some cases, these may cause different simulators to produce
different output values for the same circuit under the same input
stimuli.
One example of differences in functional paradigm between
the QUICKSIM and the SIMMER simulators is seen in circuits
with cascaded zero-delay elements in which different zero-delay
paths converge and their zero-delay path-lengths differ. For example, when such a situation drives a gated direct-action device (perhaps the clock of an edge-triggered latch), QUICKSIM’s
functional paradigm sometimes allows the latch to trigger, even
though the latch’s clock bus records flat and no glitch warning is
generated. In contrast, SIMMER implements a roll-back mechanism that insures that the final value of all cells reflects the final
value of all zero-delay paths, regardless of length (i.e., as if all
zero-delay changes had occurred instantaneously and correctly).
FUNSTRUX’ current time formalism does not allow the representation of multiple signal values a t the same point a t the
same time. This makes it difficult to model QUICKSIM’s zerodelay propagation in all cases, because FUNSTRUX cannot represent the first such value as distinct from the last. Thus in some
cases having to do with zero-delay anomalies, the behavior of the
FUNSTRUX-generated model may diverge.

IV. EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION OF INITIAL VALUES.
Circuit designers must design a circuit so that it can be forced
into a correct known state a t initialization. For example, before
a flip-flop is clocked, its output is unknown. This is indicated
in the code and event representations by having an initial event
(at start of simulation) which sets the internal node to :X (or,
any desired value). This is reflected in temporal equations by a
conditional, which states that “if the clock has ever been true,
then output is the normal flip-flop behavior; otherwise, output is
:X.”
output(t) =
( i f (> ({e
(U) ( c l o c k - t r u e ( u ) ) ( t ) } )
minus-inf i n i t y )
;test
input({-+ (U) (clock-true(u)) ( t ) } ) ;normal
:uninitialized
:X)
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The expression({e ( U ) (clock-true(u)) (t)}) denotes [6,12,
131 the most recent time since t that the predicate c l o c k - t r u e
was true, or minus infinity if never true. Thus the left-arrow expression is greater than minus infinity if and only if the clock has
ever been true, in which case the output has a normal (initialized)
value.
A similar problem arises for the output of a gate with fixed
delay. What is its output for the first gate delay after the simulation starts? We can, if we desire, again handle this by code that
sets the nodes to :X a t simulation start. In temporal equations
we test whether t is greater than the gate delay. In the code this
is translated into a run-time check.

V. AN EFFICIENT REPRESENTATION OF
THE EQUATIONS.
The time and memory usage of the substitution and simplification algorithms constituted a major performance bottleneck in
the original implementation of FUNSTRUX. Two factors conspired. First, functional expressions were represented using binary trees (LISP symbolic expressions), thus causing identical
subexpressions to be represented once per instance. Second, the
functional expressions resulting from circuits were highly redundant, due in part to fanout of gates and in part to the temporal
algebra formalism.
We therefore changed the internal representation of functional expressions to a maximally shared DAG (Directed Acyclic
Graph). DAGs are a well-known [14] tool for representing VLSI
structure. However, we applied this notion to the representation
of circuit function.
DAGs are efficient for substitution and simplification because any identical subexpressions are represented by pointers to
a single copy of that subexpression. The procedures we developed perform the destructive mutations required for substitution
and simplification in a number of operations roughly proportional
to the depth of the expression, not to the size of the whole expression. This representation change improves time and space
performance dramatically.

VI. LIMITATIONS, SHORT-COMINGS, AND
FUTURE WORK.
A number of further abstractions in our modeling of time would
be useful. A general strategy for handling classes of operators
that transform the time-line is desirable. Creating stable-changingstable intervals (possibly in conjunction with inertial delays) would
help collapse multiple minor delays in the time-line. This would
let outputs of combinational logic, counters, etc. become stable
at the same time, not over a small interval. Some aspects of the
levelized compiled code [15] might also be useful to include.
We would also like to improve our treatment of time-points
in the temporal algebra, by permitting their joint comparison and
arithmetic combination (currently time-points can only be compared or combined with constants). This would permit a cleaner
modeling of such cases as conditionally varying rising and falling
signal delays, which are possible but awkward in our current version of time handling. Non-atomic time interval endpoints could
represent a wider class of behaviors.

Zero-delay loops in the circuit become ill-constrained, because a component’s behavior can then conceptually contribute
to determining its own behavior. Currently we disallow all zerodelay loops (as do most simulators). Convergent zero-delay paths
of different lengths cause problems in modeling QUICKSIM’s
glitch handling.
We have not yet explored optimization of the generated simulator code, and further optimizations could be performed directly on the generated source code. The code is also not organized for human comprehensibility, but reflects the circuit structure. This is undesirable because we would like to be able to
inspect easily the higher-level code produced in order to help debug faulty circuit designs. The designer should be able t o specify individual circuit nodes as state objects, so that their values
could be traced. Currently FUNSTRUX’ state object creation
mechanism is completely automatic.
Although the syntactic translation from LISP to ‘C’ was
straight-forward, we have discovered several differences in the
underlying functional paradigms of SIMMER, FUNSTRUX, and
QUICKSIM. Some differences were resolved by introducing special constructs, such as the internal queue. The simulated behavior of convergent zero-delay paths with different path-lengths is
a functional paradigm difference that cannot be resolved in this
way.
The attempt to build a general functional abstraction engine
involves both syntactic and semantic language and paradigm issues in the match to the target simulator. We have found the
syntactic language issues easiest to resolve. Differences in the
functional paradigm have proven more stubborn. Their resolution sometimes involves implementing additional machinery (and
hence efficiency loss), or functional models whose glitch behavior
does not match QUICKSIM’s.

VII. SUMMARY.
We have described recent advances in functional abstraction
from structure. These included a direct representation of starting conditions in the temporal algebra, which yields a cleaner
handling of initialization values, and an improved internal representation of the temporal equations resulting from circuit structure. We have described the LISP to ‘C’ conversion process,
and discussed issues involved in differences between functional
paradigms. We have used FUNSTRUX to produce ‘C’ code for
the Mentor QUICKSIM (TM) simulator, starting from a circuit
netlist and program code for the circuit components written in a
subset of LISP for the SIMMER simulator.
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